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,  and ,

          
Seven days to prepare, was it next to the .

From the  or , we learn the  of ,
 may require, to be ,

 or , how the  is , ,
          

, all the daily , the  handles,
,  ’candles,

,  and sheep,
,  brings sleep.

He was then brought to the , for a  so spooky,
 swear to us, you’re no ,

The  with their fingers, noises they would make,
Place one foot on the , in order to keep him awake.

 as early as , really, no kiddin’
So many people that by daybreak, an  full of yidden,
After a violent incident, as shown on Vos Iz Neias,

          

In  they were , although they were ,
The  corrupted , through bribery and ,
Their misinterpretation of the , when bringing the ,
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 decided, which  would,
Do , , and place two logs of wood,
Does the  need , or can they be worn by a  a macher,
So long as they’re not used, for a .

 is for the , the , as detailed in the ,
          

, the  and ,
A total of thirteen , including for the  and .

Were the  carried to the , ,
Or was it the way it was dismembered, ,
Should it be , how one skinned the ,
Or was it based on its quality, that it was lined up on the .

A  always walked to the east, and to his right he would begin,
          

 who would bring, the  for its ,
          

, has the time for  arrived,
 or , was the way sunrise was described,

 and , we kept on rearranging,
Two  and a , each time he was changing.

 of gold, garments of white - without sin,
 for outside,  for ,

, the  would immerse,
All the  were in the , except for the first.
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 was arranged first, on it you did the ,

Before the , the  was intervening,
Followed by the , and the first five  for cleaning.

Next came the , as per the way  is ,
, followed by ,

          
          

The actions of , are  the ,
          

The  is measured, against  and his actions,
, don’t blame it on distractions.

, while the  faced west,
, and then he confessed,

Please forgive , we really messed up,
, the  fessed up.

Then on to the , both similar in sight,
 and in value, appearance and height,

The , would end up ,  and inside on the ,
And the , is the .

A , they would tighten,
With a proper , they hoped it would whiten,
The  and the , would add to the preparation,

, not the declaration.
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Now the second  on the , ,
We have sinned , ,

          
 to forgive, .

After the  the  was given, to the one who would mix it,
Then up to the  for , with the  he picks it,

 a  twice a day, and the  was ,
          

, before all the others,
Then the  of his household, before his  brothers,

, before the k’hal ,
          

Two handfuls of , so fine and pure,
 into the , the  would pour,

Three , the perfect ,
The  of a bird, and on  the .

The  and the , together the  guided,
Through the , or the  that divided,
He walked all alone, on the tenth of the ,

          

In the  he placed, the  between the poles,
, he heaped it on the coals,

, the place filled with smoke,
, this short prayer he spoke.
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May there be enough rain, don’t listen to that fella’,
 of the traveler, caught without an umbrella,

 should not require , from one to another,
Our  adds a , for the expectant mother.

With no  in , the  replaced it,
The  returned to the , in the  he faced it,
Tossing the  in the direction, wherever it hits,

, the  would shpritz.

          
All the way until seven, and he then brings out the ,
The  was then brought, and the  was completed,
Its  to the , where the shpritzing was repeated.

The  and then the , now towards the  he would throw,
First , and then seven below,
Like a whip, like a , is what the  did mention,

 or , was not his real intention.

The two bloods were mixed, together and then,
          

On the four corners he would shmear, but he still wouldn’t stop,
Until another seven sprinklings, on the  on the top.

, in its order and its frequence,
, if done out of sequence,

 while doing , or if things are out of order,
Always back to the beginning of that series, a new animal he will slaughter.
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5The  had been standing, since the  was fulfilled,
What if it died in the interim, or the  of the  spilled,

, or should the  succumb,
          

Now  on the , and  was cited,
Everyone would kneel and fall, when the  was recited,
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, to the original  he returned,
, with the rest sent outside to be burned,

The  was now complete, hopefully for everyone to know,
, they will become white as snow.

A  was then opened, ,
, in addition to ,

 in , was too far apart,
, I am now reading by heart.
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Moving along quickly, as the people shouldn’t wait,
His  were recited, a total of eight,

 and           
 and           

Onto , wearing  of gold,
A  when he brought the seven , less than one year old,
Changing to , to go back within,
To retrieve the , from .

Back to , and then ,
Before being  the , ,

, a celebratory feast,
When he came back from the , with his health and in peace.

 has an , of ,
 and , both with unique ,

 for eating, for  is what we care,
 for drinking, what’s the status of .

, is what the  professes,
The need to add to the tenth, the  of ,
The  we learned, ,

, he fasted the ninth .

No fasting for children, ,
A year or two before, we train and are ,
A  or a , or someone with danger in their clutches,
Always err on the safe side, in .
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Even with all the , is  a given,
Does  needs , in order to be forgiven,

, is not a good maneuver,
          

, twice the sin he committed,
, to him it has become permitted,

          
          

 and , can be , stem,
But not for one who is , on ,
Whether done  from fear, or  that Hashem is beloved,

          

          
          
          

          

May our learning fulfill, ,
With the return of the , ,
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